
Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Stree~ N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590·AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry R1N 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and li~e in a.manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land·lease community. Please consider this letter as ~ response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for

Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactur~ho~e
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this pro~sal. ~~ufactured.~ouSlOgIS a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housl~g. ml~llons off~lheswould n~t
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of ownmg a smgle-famlly home. FHFA s
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the aSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health,job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair aod can
severely reduce tbe value of my borne. It can destroy equity many bave worked so bard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the aSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy tbe benefits and tbe ability to
live in manufactured bomes and manufactured bome communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured bome
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAlL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RlN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is akey
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considemtions from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe Jack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable :fmancing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked 80 hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
Jive in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner. I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.

Sincerely,~ 111·~
./~ e_~



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FBFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FBFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfted M Pollar~ General Counsel
Fedeml Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegCommentS@fbfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufaCtured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for·
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am. adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without·manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the.opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depr~sed today because ofthe lack ofavailable fmancing, and
many families like mine have been hurt asa result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or econo~ic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing.. Denying us financing opportunities b unfair and am
severely reduce the value of my home. It am destroy equity many have worked so bani to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

Tbe proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy tbe benefiu and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured bome communities. As a manufactured
bomeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans~ part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.

Sincerely,

. (!ftA!l~~ Gn~ cfd#/oy



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RlN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RlN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of

Sincerely, -i:JLu.S //k7'<:.~~~



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfagov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GS"Bs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 miHion people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RlN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it wiH not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, miHions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 miHion Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.

Sincerely,

....; ........::-.:



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

~:J.~~



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7,2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economicaily
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to sel"Ve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available fmancing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

r



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions- of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
fmancing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available fmancing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

/tUJtI~
-faiA-Aeuum-~



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA ind icates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home .,
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your

Sincerely, "

ion of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@thfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home ".
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal -and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured hom~ .,
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 20 I0 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured hom~ '..'
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fbfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the rough ly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home ./
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thankyo~consideration of.iliese~
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please considet this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home .,
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

XUA/YVV~t~ bC30



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RJN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured hom~ .,
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FIIFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely, '~;y'\~, e~ ;:jF 53 9



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home "
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactnred
homeowner, I urge FIllA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loaDS as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

SincereIY,Qi.v;. (Ivl)vY .}),~ :f-;(() S



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available fmancing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@thfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FIIFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RlN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RlN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RlN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal -and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FIIFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FIIFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health,job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fufa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, HIFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FillA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,U?A &.
Aor
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: R1N 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RlN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RlN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available fmancing. Denying ns financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

se comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RlN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RlN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,~a~
..2 ~76l0 sy~ ~
6J~~.:A 'S~



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

:Jfr ~ ?J--
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the rougWy 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FIIFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home .,
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal -and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEsremain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7,2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home ..'
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.-
Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for y~~r consi~erati~n of these co~me,.

Sincerely,~~~'



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FillA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RJN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RJN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
fmancing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available fmancing. Denying us rmancing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sin~O
~~&DOrO~
29200 Jones Loop Rd, Lot #575
Punta Gorda, FI. 33950



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@tbfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal -and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA ~s
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RlN 259Q-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RlN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack ofavailable financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
bomeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

~ ..



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fbfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside in a manufactured
home land-lease community, and I am sending this letter on behalfof the [ ] Community Homeowners'
Association, which represents [ ] owners of manufactured homes in our community. Please consider this letter
as a response to the Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home personal property loans.
Our HOA members and I are adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key segment of the
housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not even have access to the American goal
-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's initial decision to exclude personal property lending
considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs in this market is
critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide financing for buyers when existing
homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale manufactured homes are severely depressed today
because of the lack of available financing, and many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases,
families that needed to move for family, health,job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any
price due to the lack ofavailable financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can severely reduce
the value ofour homes. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically viable institutions
and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs also have an obligation to serve
manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that currently reside in manufactured home land-lease
communities. I believe the manufactured housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues
identified by FHFA in the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FIIFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to live in manufactured
homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured homeowner, and on behalfour BOA
members, I urge FllFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home personal property
loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

[Name]
President, [Community Name] Homeowners Association
Blue Heron Pines
351 owners.

, ..



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 miIlion Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health,job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and
reside in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a
response to the Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice ofProposed Rule
Making and Request for Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured
home personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured
housing is a key segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of
families would not even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single
family home. FHFA's initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations
from the GSEs' duty to serve denies millions of Americans the opportunity for
homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the
GSEs in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also
to provide financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market
values for resale manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of
available financing, and many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases,
families that needed to move for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable
to sell their homes at any price due to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing
opportunities is unfair and can severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity
many have worked so hard to build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain
economically viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But
FHFA and the GSEs also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8
million Americans that currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I
believe the manufactured housing industry stands ready to address personal property
lending issues identified by FHFA in the proposed rule in a substantive and productive
manner that results in economically viable programs that also serve these woefully
underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
. ieSchinidt

,'~oOP Rd. Lot 586
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one of the roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
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An important letter from American Land Lease

From: American Land Lease <americanland@jangomall.com>

Subject: An important letter from American Land Lease

To: kath616myron@comcast.net

Mon Jul 19 2010 1:43:24 PM

&ill attachment

AMERICAN LAND LEASE

Dear Resident:

JULY 19, 2010

of2

As you may be aware, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), which now oversees Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac, recently issued a proposed rule indicating it would not allow Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac to
consider manufactured housing personal property loans (that is, home financing for buyers of manufactured
homes in land-lease communities) as part of their "duty to serve" undeserved markets, including manufactured
housing. This "duty to serve" was mandated by Congress in 2008 through the Housing and Economic Recovery
Act. The lack of available financing for manufactured homes impacts us as the owner of your community, but it
also impacts you directly as a homeowner. It impacts us by making it more difficult for us to sell homes in your
community. It impacts you by making it more difficult for you to sell your home if you need to move, which may
ultimately - and significantly - Impair the value of your home. Many of you have commented to us about this by
observing the different price levels of new homes vs. used homes in your communities.

We have an opportunity to work together on this issue to make a difference. The proposed rule by FHFA is open
for comment through this Wednesday, July 22, We have responded as a company, and I spent last Wednesday
In Washington meeting on this issue on capitol Hill, On Friday, I helped draft the attached letter, which the
Manufactured Housing Institute, the industry's trade organization, sent out to all of its community owner
members requesting them to get as many residents as possible to sign and return to FHFA before Wednesday. I
can't think of a better way to influence FHFA's decision on this issue than to have not just corporate interests
like us, but also homeowners - real families like yours - weigh in on the proposed ruling.

The creation of new financing programs for buyers of manufactured homes can help us maintain full, vibrant
communities, help you sell your home if you need to and help protect the value of your home. Please sign the
attached letter today, this evening or tomorrow morning and drop it by the community office, where we will
collect the letters,and send them to FHFA tomorrow in time for the Wednesday deadline. If you don't have a
printer, please stop by the office and we will provide you a copy to sign. You can help us make a difference for
our industry, your community and your home!

Thank you 

David B. Lentz
President and Chief Executive Officer
American Land Lease, Inc.

7/19/2010 9:58



Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: RIN 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a manufactured home land-lease commwlity. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Conunents (RIN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment of the housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions of families would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - of owning a single-family home. FHFNs
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions of Americans the opportwlity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
financing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
m3.11ufactured homes are severely depressed today because ofthe lack of available financing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, healthdobi'or econoIl1icre.a$ol1s· have·been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
sevetely reduce the:vaJue of my home, Itcan destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreciate theconcems raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and manufactured home communities. As a manufactured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
persorialpropertyloans as .part of the GSEs duty to serve.
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Mr. Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel
Federal Housing Finance Agency
1700 G Street, N.W. Fourth Floor
Washington, DC 20552
EMAIL: RegComments@fhfa.gov
Subject Line: R1N 2590-AA27

Re: Duty to Serve Manufactured Housing Industry RIN 2590-AA27

Dear Mr. Pollard:

I am one ofthe roughly 10.8 million people/who own and live in a manufactured home and reside
in a m-anufactured home land-lease community. Please consider this letter as a response to the
Enterprise Duty to Serve Underserved Markets Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Request for
Comments (RJN 2590-AA27) released June 7, 2010 by the FHFA.

In its proposed rule, FHFA indicates that it will not consider supporting manufactured home
personal property loans. I am adversely affected by this proposal. Manufactured housing is a key
segment-ofthe housing market. Without manufactured housing, millions offamilies would not
even have access to the American goal-and dream - ofowning a single-family home. FHFA's
initial decision to exclude personal property lending considerations from the GSEs' duty to serve
denies millions ofAmericans the opportunity for homeownership.

Access to a personal property loan is already very difficult to obtain, so participation by the GSEs
in this market is critical not only to ensure opportunities for homeownership, but also to provide
fmancing for buyers when existing homeowners need to sell their homes. Market values for resale
manufactured homes are severely depressed today because of the lack ofavailable fmancing, and
many families like mine have been hurt as a result. In many cases, families that needed to move
for family, health, job, or economic reasons have been unable to sell their homes at any price due
to the lack of available financing. Denying us financing opportunities is unfair and can
severely reduce the value of my home. It can destroy equity many have worked so hard to
build.

As a taxpayer, I appreCiate the concerns raised by FHFA to ensure the GSEs remain economically
viable institutions and that adequate consumer protections are in place. But FHFA and the GSEs
also have an obligation to serve manufactured housing and the 10.8 million Americans that
currently reside in manufactured home land-lease communities. I believe the manufactured
housing industry stands ready to address personal property lending issues identified by FHFA in
the proposed rule in a substantive and productive manner that results in economically viable
programs that also serve these woefully underserved markets.

The proposal by FHFA fails to serve the families who enjoy the benefits and the ability to
live in manufactured homes and mauufactured home commuDities. As a manufadured
homeowner, I urge FHFA to amend its proposed rule to also consider manufactured home
personal property loans as part of the GSEs duty to serve.

Thank you for your consideration ofthese comments.

Sincerely, ~~ _ t_ _ _

TimothyM~~




